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1 big/little cups problem

1.1 motivation

We consider a coffee machine within a simplified model in which there’s two offer, big (B) and
little (L) cups. Every month a service-guy comes to restock the machine (let’s call T the day of
restock). A problem comes when almost all people prefer L (B being twice as expensive) : stock
of L dumps way before T. We developed the idea of making a discount on big cups as an incentive
to take B instead of L and then facing the problem of being short on L. The goal of this study is
to find the proper time to offer discounted B. Here, we face this issue as a budgeted multi armed
bandit problem, and we introduce adapted UCB algorithms to solve it.

1.2 model

1.2.1 Human behavior

We first assum that we need to discount up to have a profit for selling discounted B lower than
the profit for L to significantly actract people. (Otherwise the best strategy is to allways offer the
discounted price).
We categorize people in two different populations : people who buy L (bigger part) and those who
buy B. Then, if there is a discount offer for B we consider people who are sensitive to the discount
and those who are not.

Then we assume that when someone comes to buy a coffee, because of cafeine addiction, he will
buy something even if there’s no more L. In that case, the logical approach would be to fastly dump
stock of L and then sell a lot of big cups. But we also assume the existence of other machines and
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competion. Other machines are far away (in an ohter building for exemple) : When L is out of
stock, people eventually find another coffee machine that offers L and progressively moove to this
one. So, when there is no more L, we introduce two new populations : those who still use our coffee
machine, and those who leave to another one (or just don’t take coffee, no-addicted people).

We model this different populations as states of a markov chain (where, for exemple, in the no-
discount case, people-who-buy-B is an unlikely state).

We also assume that the number of people who comes to buy a coffee during a day is given by
a Poisson probability with λ = 100 : in average, 100 guys comes each days following a Poisson’s
process.

Finaly, with a small probability people can miss the discount offer and act as if there was no
discount

1.2.2 Numerical assumptions

Sold profit :
Profit selling L : rL = 0.3
Profit selling B : rB = 0.6
Profit selling B with discount : rdB ∈ ]0 ; rL[

Budget :
There are 1500 L-cups in the machine (we don’t care about the number of B).

People behavior :
Transition probabilities between states given rL, rB and rdB :

When there still be L :

PL→B = 0.01 (L-people to B-people without discount)
PB→L = 0.9

P dL→B =
(
rB−rdB
rB

)2
(L-people to B-people with discount)

P dB→L = 1−
√
P dL→B

When there’s no more L :

PM→O =
√

(t/(t+ 10)) (machine to others without discount)
PO→M = 0.1

P dM→O = max

[
PM→O −

(
rB−rdB
rB

)2
, 0

]
(machine to others with discount)

P dO→M = min

[
PO→M +

(
rB−rdB
rB

)2
, 1

]
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The probability to miss the offer is pmiss = 0.99

1.2.3 Reward function

We want to maximize the cumulative profit. Each action of our Bandit game is a choice of arm
(to discount or not B) when someone comes to buy a coffee. So there is one reward at each coffee
sold, and the reward is simply the profit we mad by selling the coffee. Thus we have :

RW (no discount, l) = lRL + (1− l)RB
RW (discount, l) = lRL + (1− l)RdB

Where l = 1 if guys take L and l = 0 otherwise.

Then, our model of human behavior is used to implement simulation functions (taking in account
the sell-profit of L and B, the current people’s state, the transition rules etc...) that simule l and
bring a reward given the arm a in the two different context :

SimulL : (arm,state) 7→ (l, RW ,next state)

if there still be L in the machine, and :

Simul∅ : (arm,state,time) 7→ (RW ,next state)

if there is no more L (need time to model the progressive migration to the other machines).

1.2.4 Budgeted MAB Algorithms

Then we can introduce the different algorithms we try on this model (for more details pseu-
docodes are given in Appendix). To compare them, we use for reference a classical coffee machine
(CCM) algorithm (that always choice the no-discount arm) and comput the percentage of profit
we make instead of using CCM. We implemented and try this following algoritms :

Naive discount strategy (NDS) :
Dump the stock of L without discount and then use discount up to the restock time.

Budgeted UCB (B-UCB) :
This is the classical UCB algorithm adapted to our problem with exploration weights given by

Ra
Na

+

√
α log(t)

Na

Where Na counts the number of time we pull arm a and Ra counts the cumulative reward given
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by arm a. t is iteration indice of the loop.

Guided budgeted UCB (GB-UCB) :
When there still be L, we ”guide” the exploration by pushing the no-discount-arm while there are
lot of L and when L become rare we push the discount-arm :R1

N1
+

√
α log(t)

N1

√ budget

budget− LcountsR2

N2
+

√
α log(t)

N2

√budget

Lcounts

Where a = 1 means the no-discount-arm and a = 2 means the discount-arm.

Guided budgeted Thompson UCB (GBT-UCB) :
We also try a Thompson algorithm. The exploration term follow a Beta distribution, and once
again while there still be L we ”guide” it :

θ1 .

√
budget

budget− Lcounts

θ2 .

√
budget

Lcounts

Where :
θ1 ∼ Beta(R1 + 1, N1 −R1 + 1)

θ2 ∼ Beta(R2 + 1, N2 −R2 + 1)

1.3 results

The following figure shows the evolution of the percentage of profit obtained by the different
algorithms during 10 month with discount-profit RdB = 0.2 :

If nobody are cafeine-addict then all people moove to other machine when budget is done (Pm→o =
0.99). In this new case we still obtain this result :

Thus we can confortably conclude that, even if we are using a very simple human-behavior
model, the GB-UCB coffee machine should be tried with real people. Note that we also could
study algo that take in account the time up to the restockage moment to make big discount at last
time.
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Figure 1: Evolution in time of our profit percentage using different algorithms

Figure 2: Evolution in time of our profit percentage using different algorithms for no addict people
(same color-code for algorithms)

2 coke/sprite problem
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2.1 motivation

Now, we moove to a soda machine. This machine offers two kinds of soda : sprite (S) or coke
(C). S and C are sold with the same price. In averrage the demand for coke and the one for sprite
is the same and the machine countains the same stock of S and C (bS = bC = 100). As soon as
one of the soda’s stock is empty (let’s call T this moment) the machine gets restock. Then in order
to maximize the solds between two restocks, we use discount incentive to equalize the solds of S
and C. In this topic we also face this situation as a budgeted multi armed bandit problem and we
try different algorithms to solve it.

2.2 model

2.2.1 Human behavior

Let’s consider someone who comes to buy a soda. Here we assume that all people know about
the existence of S and C. Then we introduce a real value f1 that measures preference for C against
S and f2 the preference for S against C ) such that f1 +f2 = 1. Given those preferences, we assume
that if f1 ' f2 then the guy will be sensitive to a discount offer. But if f1 � f2 or f1 � f2 he will
not.

Sometimes a whole group (bus) of coke-people arrives and buy only coke without sensitivity to
any discount (for exemple a promotion that have a math exam). This situation occurs as an un-
likely state of a markov chain.

In one hour people comes according to a Poisson process with parameter λ = 1. But in the
bus situation, a lot of people buy coke in a few minute so we use λ = 0.1.

We are now able to build this in a function :

people-simulation : (discount-strategy, state)→ (money-profit, new-state)

that gives the profit done by selling soda with a given dicount strategy during one houre and simule
the markov chain to evaluate a new state (bus or not).

2.2.2 Numerical assumptions

Sold profit :
Profit selling soda : r = 1
Profit selling discounted soda : rd =∈ ]0 ; 1[ most of the time we take rd = 0.8 to try algorithms

Budget :
There are 100 cokes and 100 sprites in the machine.

People behavior :
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Transition probabilities between bus/no-bus states :

Pb→n = 0.9
Pn→b = 0.005

The probability to miss the offer is pmiss = 0.99

In no-bus state :
f1 ∼ U([0 ; 1])
f2 = 1− f1
discount sensitivity given by ds = (2 min({f1, f2}))p . (1− exp(−100(r − rd)/r));
(we will play with the power p)

In bus state :
f1 = f4 where f ∼ U([0 ; 1])
f2 = 1− f1
discount sensitivity given by ds = (2 min({f1, f2}))2 . (1− exp(−100(r − rd)/r));

2.2.3 Reward function

We could imagine a reinforcment learning algorithm that control the choice to offer or not a
discount at each houre, but we want to find an algorithm that maximize the number of sold between
two restock-times. So the reward we need should be given at each such session : we must play with
one arm at each session. What is more, a very simple and strong strategy during one session is to
make discount for C when S is almost out-of-stock and difference between sprite and coke is large
enought. This last strategy is modeled by a MAB behavior without reinforcement learning, that
choice if discount at each hour given an ”alarm-stock (AS)” (from wich we say that we are almost
out-of-stock) and the difference C/S.

Our idea is to learn the best AS to face an environment, using a UCB that choice and learn
in live this quantity with a reward given by the profit at each session. In a few words, we model a
MAB to find a parametter for a smaller MAB. (note that our UCB will not be a budgeted UCB,
the number of session is not limited)

2.2.4 MAB Algorithms

As in the coffee problem, we first implement an algorithm that model the classical soda machine
behavior (C-SM) and we measur profit we make when we use our algo instead of it. Our learning
machine behavior is given by this two algorithms (more details in appendix) :

UCB for soda machine (UCB-SM) :
We use a classical UCB algorithm to find the best AS with weight-exploration function :

Ra
Na

+

√
α log(t)

Na
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Where Na counts the number of time we pull arm AS = a and Ra counts the cumulative reward
given by arm AS = a. t is iteration indice = the numerous of the session.

Session strategy algorithm (SSA) :
Given AS and the curent coke and sprite stocks we make a choice (determinist) in the 3 arms :

{discount coke, discount sprite, discount nothing}
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2.3 results

We are very sensitive about the human behavior face to the discount : if discount have effect
(I.E. if p = 0.5 in ds = (2 min({f1, f2}))p (1− exp(−100(r − rd)/r)) in the no-bus-state) we make
hight profit :

Figure 3: Evolution in time of the profit percentage given by our algorithm
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However we still have good results for small powers p ≥ 1 that begin fall when we use big powers
in ds = (2 min({f1, f2}))p . (1− exp(−100(r − rd)/r)) :

Figure 4: Left : profit for small powers p; Right : profit for big powers p

Then again, we conclue by saying that this algorithm could also be tryed with real people. We are
confortable because if we also use AS = 0 as arm (that means we never try discount) we can learn
the CSM behavior if this behavior is the best (in the worst case we have 0 percent profit). Here we
could try other algo instead of the UCB (Thompson etc...) with a little more time.

(Note : in both coffee and soda problems, we also could improve the α parameter of our UCB
algorithms (as in ref 4))
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Appendix : algorithms

Algorithm 1 Classical coffee machine behavior (no discount) ← the strategy we want to beat

1: initialization :
2:

3: M =
30∑
i=1

Xi; . where Xi ∼ Poisson(λ = 100)

4:

5: n = 1;
6: Lcounts = 0;
7: Rcounts = 0;
8: a = 1; . arm a = 1 means ”no discount”
9: S = 0; . S is the current state (S = 0 ≡ ”people want L”)

10:

11: while m ≤ M and Lcounts ≤ Budget do . in-budget loop
12:

13: (l, RW , S)← SimulL(a, S);
14: Rcounts ← Rcounts +RW ;
15: Lcounts ← Lcounts + l;
16: m← m+ 1;
17:

18: end while
19:

20: t = 1;
21:

22: while m ≤ M do . out-budget loop
23:

24: (l, RW , S)← Simul∅(a, S, t);
25: Rcounts ← Rcounts +RW ;
26: m← m+ 1;
27: t← t+ 1;
28:

29: end while
30:
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Algorithm 2 Naive discount strategy (NDS)

1: initialization :
2:

3: M =
30∑
i=1

Xi; . where Xi ∼ Poisson(λ = 100)

4:

5: n = 1;
6: Lcounts = 0;
7: Rcounts = 0;
8: a = 1; . arm a = 1 means ”no discount”
9: S = 0; . S is the current state (S = 0 ≡ ”people want L”)

10:

11: while m ≤ M and Lcounts ≤ Budget do . in-budget loop
12:

13: (l, RW , S)← SimulL(a, S);
14: Rcounts ← Rcounts +RW ;
15: Lcounts ← Lcounts + l;
16: m← m+ 1;
17:

18: end while
19:

20: t = 1;
21: a = 2; . arm a = 2 means ”discount”
22:

23: while m ≤ M do . out-budget loop
24:

25: (l, RW , S)← Simul∅(a, S, t);
26: Rcounts ← Rcounts +RW ;
27: m← m+ 1;
28: t← t+ 1;
29:

30: end while
31:
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Algorithm 3 Budgeted UCB (B-UCB) adapted for coffee machine

1: initialization :
2:

3: M =
30∑
i=1

Xi; . where Xi ∼ Poisson(λ = 100)

4:

5: m = 1;
6: Lcounts = 0;
7: Rcounts = 0;
8: S = 0;
9:

10: Wa = 1 ∀ a; . Weights of arms for UCB exploration
11: Na = 1 ∀ a; . number of time we pull arm a
12: Ra = 1 ∀ a; . cumulative reward given by arm a
13: α = 0.5;
14:

15: while m ≤ M and Lcounts ≤ Budget do . in-budget loop
16:

17: am ← argmax
a

Wa;

18: (l, RW , S)← SimulL(am, S);
19:

20: Nam ← Nam + 1;
21: Ram ← Ram +RW ;
22:

23: W1 ← R1

N1
+
√

α log(m)
N1

; . classical UCB exploration term
24:

25: W2 ← R1

N1
+
√

α log(m)
N1

;
26:

27: Rcounts ← Rcounts +RW ;
28: Lcounts ← Lcounts + l;
29: m← m+ 1;
30:

31: end while
32:

33: t = 1;
34:

35: while m ≤ M do . out-budget loop
36:

37: am ← argmax
a

Wa;

38: (l, RW , S)← Simul∅(am, S, t);
39:

40: Nam ← Nam + 1;
41: Ram ← Ram +RW ;
42:

43: W1 ← R1

N1
+
√

α log(m)
N1

;
44:

45: W2 ← R1

N1
+
√

α log(m)
N1

;
46:

47: Rcounts ← Rcounts +RW ;
48: m← m+ 1;
49: t← t+ 1;
50:

51: end while
52:
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Algorithm 4 Guided budgeted UCB (GB-UCB) adapted for coffee machine

1: initialization :
2:

3: M =
30∑
i=1

Xi; . where Xi ∼ Poisson(λ = 100)

4:

5: m = 1;
6: Lcounts = 0;
7: Rcounts = 0;
8: S = 0;
9:

10: Wa = 1 ∀ a; . Weights of arms for UCB exploration
11: Na = 1 ∀ a; . number of time we pull arm a
12: Ra = 1 ∀ a; . cumulative reward given by arm a
13: α = 0.5;
14:

15: while m ≤ M and Lcounts ≤ Budget do . in-budget loop
16:

17: am ← argmax
a

Wa;

18: (l, RW , S)← SimulL(am, S);
19:

20: Nam ← Nam + 1;
21: Ram ← Ram +RW ;
22:

23: W1 ←
(
R1

N1
+
√

α log(m)
N1

) √
budget

budget−Lcounts
; . Guided UCB exploration term

24:

25: W2 ←
(
R1

N1
+
√

α log(m)
N1

) √
budget
Lcounts

;

26:

27: Rcounts ← Rcounts +RW ;
28: Lcounts ← Lcounts + l;
29: m← m+ 1;
30:

31: end while
32:

33: t = 1;
34:

35: while m ≤ M do . out-budget loop
36:

37: am ← argmax
a

Wa;

38: (l, RW , S)← Simul∅(am, S, t);
39:

40: Nam ← Nam + 1;
41: Ram ← Ram +RW ;
42:

43: W1 ← R1

N1
+
√

α log(m)
N1

;
44:

45: W2 ← R1

N1
+
√

α log(m)
N1

;
46:

47: Rcounts ← Rcounts +RW ;
48: m← m+ 1;
49: t← t+ 1;
50:

51: end while
52:
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Algorithm 5 Guided budgeted Thompson UCB (GBT-UCB) adapted for coffee machine

1: initialization :
2:

3: M =
30∑
i=1

Xi; . where Xi ∼ Poisson(λ = 100)

4:

5: m = 1;
6: Lcounts = 0;
7: Rcounts = 0;
8: S = 0;
9:

10: Na = 0 ∀ a; . number of time we pull arm a
11: Ra = 0 ∀ a; . cumulative reward given by arm a
12:

13: while m ≤ M and Lcounts ≤ Budget do . in-budget loop
14:

15: θ1 .
√

budget
budget−Lcounts

; . θ1 ∼ Beta(R1 + 1, N1 −R1 + 1)

16: θ2 .
√

budget
Lcounts

; . θ2 ∼ Beta(R2 + 1, N2 −R2 + 1)

17: am ← argmax
a

θa;

18: (l, RW , S)← SimulL(am, S);
19:

20: Nam ← Nam + 1;
21: Ram ← Ram +RW ;
22:

23: Rcounts ← Rcounts +RW ;
24: Lcounts ← Lcounts + l;
25: m← m+ 1;
26:

27: end while
28:

29: t = 1;
30:

31: while m ≤ M do . out-budget loop
32:

33: θ1; . θ1 ∼ Beta(R1 + 1, N1 −R1 + 1)
34: θ2; . θ2 ∼ Beta(R2 + 1, N2 −R2 + 1)
35: am ← argmax

a
θa;

36: (l, RW , S)← Simul∅(am, S, t);
37:

38: Nam ← Nam + 1;
39: Ram ← Ram +RW ;
40:

41: Rcounts ← Rcounts +RW ;
42: m← m+ 1;
43: t← t+ 1;
44:

45: end while
46:
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Algorithm 6 Session strategy algorithm (SSA) for soda algorithms

1: input : AS
2:

3: initialization :
4:

5: Scounts = 0;
6: Ccounts = 0;
7: Rcounts = 0; . cumulative money-reward
8: state = 0; . state = 0 means no-bus, state = 1 means bus
9:

10:

11: while Scounts ≤ Budget & Ccounts ≤Budget do
12:

13: Λ = min {Budget− Scounts,Budget− Ccounts};
14:

15: if Λ ≥ AS then
16: e1 = 1;
17: e2 = 0;
18: e3 = 0;
19:

20: else
21: ∆← Ccounts − Scounts;
22:

23: e1 = exp(−(2∆)2);
24: e2 = exp(−(∆ + |∆|)2);
25: e3 = exp(−(∆− |∆|)2);
26:

27: end if
28:

29: a← argmax
i

ei; . a = 1 means no discount

30: . a = 2 means discount coke
31: . a = 3 means discount sprite
32:

33: (RW ,new-state)← people-simulation(a, state);
34: Rcounts = Rcounts +RW ;
35:

36: end while
37:

38: output : Rcounts
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Algorithm 7 Classical soda machine behavior (C-SM)

1: for t = 1 : T do
2:

3: (RW )← SSA(0);
4:

5:

6: end for

Algorithm 8 UCB for soda machine (UCB-SM)

1: initialization :
2:

3: Wa = 1 ∀ a; . Weights of arms for UCB exploration
4: Na = 1 ∀ a; . number of time we pull arm a
5: Ra = 1 ∀ a; . cumulative reward given by arm a
6: α = 0.5;
7:

8: Pull each arms a once and increment :
9:

10: (RW )← SSA(a);
11: Na ← Na + 1;
12: Ra ← Ra +RW ;
13: Wa ← Ra

Na
;

14:

15: for t = 1 : T do
16:

17: at ← argmax
a

Wa;

18: (RW )← SSA(at);
19:

20: Nat ← Nat + 1;
21: Rat ← Rat +RW ;
22:

23: Compute ∀ a :

24: Wa ← Ra

Na
+
√

α log(t)
Na

;
25:

26:

27: end for
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